
 CAPTAIN DUNSEL

Captain, there is a Klinkon imposter aboard!

The scene: aboard the Starship TDK 60 Free Market Economy Mk 1.
The characters: Captain Kirk, First Officer Spank, Engineer Mintgummibear Scoot
(Scooter), Dr. McCoy (Boner), Lt. O’penahailingfrequency, Mr. Lulu, Ensign Pavlov,
Dworf (a Klinkon from the future), Lt. Cmdr. Factoid (an android from the future),
Counselor Toi (a Smegmoid), Quirk (a Funghi), Snax (a Thrill), Nine-of-Seven (a Borg
dronette), redshirts (expendable).

Star date: late in the third season.

SPANK:  Captain, I believe there is a Klinkon imposter aboard.

KIRK:  Red alert! Check yer deep space scanners, Spank.

SPANK:  That will not be necessary, Captain.

KIRK:  Sound red alert! Check yer short range scanners, Spank.

SPANK:  That will not be necessary, Captain.

KIRK:  Red alert! Check yer camcorder, Mr. Spank.

SPANK:  That will not be necessary, Captain.

KIRK:  Why not?

SPANK:  I have already surmised the probable location of the suspected Klinkon
imposter.

KIRK:  Brilliant, Spank! So where's this Klinkon imposter?

SPANK:  Standing next to you, sir.



KIRK:  YOU'RE standing next to me--are you trying to tell me you're a Klinkon imposter?

SPANK:  Negative, Captain. The OTHER person standing next to you.

KIRK:  You mean the big guy in the ditsy Star Fluke uniform with the lufftenant's
insignia?

SPANK:  If I were to employ my usual brevity, I would probably say 'Affirmative,
Captain.'

KIRK [to Klinkon]:  Lufftenant, are you the Klinkon imposter?

DWORF:  Negative. I am a real Klinkon.

KIRK [to Spank]:  He says he's a real one, not an imposter.

SPANK:  I was able to gather the meaning, Jim.

KIRK [to Klinkon]:  What the hell are you doing on my ship wearing that ditsy uniform?

LULU:  What are any of us doing on this plywood mock-up wearing these ditsy
uniforms?

KIRK:  Belie that, helmsman.

LULU:  Aye, sir. That's all I ever say around here. 'Aye, sir' this, 'Aye, sir' that, and push
this red button here. 'Beep'.

Lt. O'penahailingfrequency:  Yeah. All I ever say is 'hailing frequency, open, sir' and
push this green button. 'Beep'. They can kiss my a--

KIRK:  You're on report, both of you! Where's my Security Officer? I want some
discipline on this bridge!

DWORF:  Here, sir.

KIRK:  What?

DWORF:  I'm the new Security Officer, reporting for duty.

KIRK:  YOU? A Klinkon? Not on my ship, armadillo face! Spank, arrest this man and
throw him in the brig.

SPANK:  I am unable to comply with your order, Captain.

KIRK:  Why, Spank? Is there an alien presence affecting your Teflon brain?

SPANK:  Negative, Captain.



KIRK:  Is there a hyper-trillaxical blutowatt affecting your psycho-synaptic multiphasic
mutilaginous okudathingy?

SPANK:  Negative, Captain.

KIRK:  Is there an isolinear potato chip wedged between your pointy ears?

SPANK:  Negative, Captain.

KIRK:  Then why not?

SPANK:  I have ascertained that he is not an imposter. He is a real Star Fluke lufftenant.

KIRK:  How do you know? And what's with the ditsy uniform?

SPANK:  I have researched my Library of Congress Card Catalog. The uniform conforms
to 24th century Star Fluke regulations.

KIRK:  So he stole a uniform from the future, eh? Arrest him and throw him in the brig!

SPANK:  I am unable to comply with your order, Captain.

KIRK:  Dammit, Spank, sometimes you really get up my nose!

SPANK:  Captain, I fail to understand why I should attempt to insert myself into your
olfactory cavity.

BONER:  Want me to hypo him for you, Jimbo? I've got some stuff that'll turn a pimple
into Mount Vesuvius.

KIRK:  Naw, we might need him for a door stop or something.

SPANK:  Gentlemen, may I remind you that doors open and close automatically aboard
this ship. Therefore, logically, a door stop would be superfluous.



KIRK:  My point exactly, Mr. Dunsel.

BONER:  It's no use insulting him. I've tried it for years--it just doesn't stick to him.

SPANK:  I am a Teflon. Nothing sticks to me.

SCOOT [intercom]:  Skipper! Skipper! The delirium crystals are exponentiating
exponentially!

BONER:  We're dead meat, Jim. If we don't reverse the process, we'll go stark raving
looney in 14.385 seconds.

SPANK:  In 15 seconds to be precise, Dr. McCoy. I, of course, will remain immune for an
additional 3 seconds.

KIRK:  Scoot, defribulate the infindibulators!

SCOOT [intercom]:  It's not working! The delirium is increasing!

SPANK:  Mr. Scoot, try inverted tediometry.

SCOOT [intercom]:  That's done it!

LULU:  Delirium returning to normal levels.

Lt. O'penahailingfrequency:  Beep.

KIRK:  SECURITY to the bridge on the double!

DWORF:  Here, sir!

KIRK:  Security, arrest yourself and throw yourself in the brig! By the way, commend
yourself for punctuality; the double-time bit was good.

DWORF:  I am unable to comply with your order, Captain.



BONER:  Uh-oh, looks like a mutiny, Jimboy. I'm outta here.

KIRK:  Boner, you can't desert me now. I need you.

BONER:  Desertion is the better of valor, I always say.

KIRK:  You never say that.

BONER:  Starting now I always do. [exit Boner].

KIRK:  Would you gentlemen mind telling me what the devil is going on around here?

SPANK:  Captain, according to my Library of Congress Card Catalog, Star Fluke
uniforms in the 24th century DO look that ditsy, as you rather colloquially put it. More-
over, the Confederacy and the Klinkon Empire become allies as a result of the Kittylitter
Massacre.

KIRK:  Over my dead body, Spank! They're not getting ME into those ditsy uniforms!

DWORF:  They're changing the guard at Buckingham palace, Christopher Robin went
down with Alice...

KIRK:  I beg your pardon?

DWORF:  That is the ritual of KON-job which Klinkon warriors chant whenever anyone
mentions the Kittylitter Massacre.

KIRK:  Hang on a time unit. Who gets massacred? The kitties or the Klinkons?

DWORF:  The Klinkons. There is a ballet that goes with it. Do you wish to see it?

KIRK:  Do I have a choice?



SPANK:  .... it therefore seems a probable hypothesis that the Klinkon lufftenant has
buzzed back from the future to warn us of some impending disaster which we must
attempt to avert in this episode.

DWORF:  I congratulate you on your deduction, Mr. Spank.

SPANK:  Thank you. I am paid for it.

DWORF:  There is no money in the 24th century.

[bzzzzzzzzrt!  Mr. Spank begins to dissolve from the feet up.]

SPANK:  I appear to be disolving from the feet up. Fascinating. James, I believe this is
good bye. Live well and profit.

[bzzzzzzzzrt! Spank vanishes].

KIRK:  Hmmm, I wonder what the impending disaster is.

Lt. O'penahailingfrequency:  Captain, I am receiving a super-space emission from Mr.
Spank. It's from the future.

KIRK:  Spin it, lady.

SPANK [intercom]:  Captain Dunsel, bzzzzrt danger, bzzzzzrt do not trust  Q...bzzzrt...
Strange bedfellows. Spank out. bzzzrt.

Lt. O'penahailingfrequency:  There's not enough interference. I can't make it any queerer
than that.



KIRK:  Captain Dunsel? Who's that?

DWORF:  It is an understudy's term. It refers to an actor who plays no useful part.

KIRK:  ALL HANDS! This is the Captain! Anyone who got Spanked last season, report to
Sick Bay immediately! Dworf, that message was obviously a warning from a deranged
mind. Analysis?

DWORF:  A warning from the future, sir. Perhaps a parallel time line...

KIRK:  Right! A parallel time line. If we screw it up, we become Lost In Space.

DWORF:  Or worse.

KIRK:  What could be worse than being Lost In Space?

DWORF:  There is a theoretical possibility you could prostitute yourself as a bald law
enforcement officer.

KIRK:  Me a hooker!? Not on your life, armadillo face. That means we have to do
nothing that could jeaprodise the future or change the correct time line. Any knowledge of
the future which might influence our present decisions could lead to disaster, total
destruction of the universe as we know it, or even cancellation of the show before our
five-year mission is up. Dworf, I order you not to divulge anything about the future.

DWORF:  Yes, sir.

KIRK:  Where and when do I die?

DWORF:  Sir? You just ordered me not to ...

KIRK:  How can I not screw up the future if I don't know what the future is?

DWORF:  A dazzling display of logic, Captain, however,...

KIRK:  So, where and when do I die?

DWORF:  That's just the problem.

KIRK:  You mean I live forever? I meet God or something?

DWORF:  Not til the fifth film. You survive until the seventh film when you get sucked
out into space saving the TDK 90 Free Market Economy, Mark II.

KIRK:  Mark II? What happens my TDK 60 Free Market Economy, Mark I?

DWORF:  You blow it up with Klinkons aboard in the second film.

KIRK:  Any Klinkons I met just recently?



DWORF:  Negative. Then you meet Captain Canard in the Lexus.

KIRK:  I wouldn't be caught dead in a Lexus. What happens to my Jeep Cherokee?

DWORF:  Then you plunge to your death on a barren planetoid to stop a maniac.

KIRK:  How galant of me. Any famous last words? 'Life is a tale told by an idiot, full of
sound and fury, signifying nothing...'

DWORF:  Captain Canard reported that you said 'Are we having fun yet?'

KIRK:  Hey, I can do Shakespeare just as well as the next captain.

DWORF:  Later, the Borg re-animate you in a series of novels. I also buzz back in time
with Captain Frisco and we re-do the Tribbles episode...

KIRK:  Ok, ok, I get the picture. In other words, the studio never lets me die. The
bastards!

Ensign Pavlov:  I don't theenk it's such a bad theenk, never to die.

KIRK:  How old are you, ensign?

Ensign Pavlov:  Thirty-seven, going on twenty-two, sir.

KIRK:  Well I'm thirty-seven going on fifty, and when you're my age, you have think about
your pension. Obviously it's a diabolical plot.

LULU:  A plot to violate the Prime Time Directive, sir?



KIRK:  More diabolical than that, Lulu.

LULU:  A plot to conquer the earth, sir?

KIRK:  More diabolical than that, Lulu.

LULU:  A plot to conquer the universe, sir?

KIRK:  More diabolical than that, Lulu. It's a plot to deprive me of my pension. If I never die
and stay dead, the studio never has to pay out. They just keep dragging me out of
retirement.

LULU:  We'll be trapped in a farce field forever, doomed to endless re-runs.

BONER [intercom]:  Sick Bay to Captain. Jim! There's 300 people tryin' to jam into Sick
Bay! We've got an epidemic down here!

KIRK:  ALL HANDS! This is the Captain! Anyone who got Spanked last season report to
sub-space trash compacter no. 17 immediately. Kirk out.

Lt. O'penahailingfrequency:  We'll be hopelessly type-cast. None of us will ever get a job as
anything else. Captain, I'm ... I'm ... afraid.

KIRK:  Not if I can help it. Lufftenant, open a hailing frequency. I demand to speak to
Admiral Raspberry.

Lt. O'penahailingfrequency:  Beep.

KIRK:  Gene, listen, I---

[bzzzzzrt! Lt. O'penahailingfrequency dissolves from the feet up]

COMPUTER:  We're sorry, the number you have dialed is not in service in this time.

KIRK:  Hey, where's my communications officerette?

[bzzzzzzzrt!]

KIRK:   Well, Hel-LO! Who are you?

SNAX:  I'm Snax and I'm a Thrill.

KIRK:  Yes, I'll just bet you are. What makes you such a thrill, then?

SNAX:  I have the body of a sixteen year-old girl and the mind of John Lee Hooker!

KIRK:  That almost happened to me once on the planet Metamusil. Could be worse
though.

SNAX:  How's that?



KIRK:  You could have the body of John Lee Hooker and the mind of a sixteen year-old girl.

SNAX:  EEEuuuuuw, gross!

KIRK:  What about you? They're going to have to pay you a pension someday, right?

SNAX:  I'll just get a new sixteen year-old whenever this one wears out.

KIRK:  Gad! It really is Johnny Lee in there! Dworf, what about your pension?

DWORF:  A Klinkon would jer-KOFF rather than deign to accept a handout.

KIRK:  I'm beginning to sense a pattern. Bridge to Boiler Room.

SCOOT [intercom]:  Scoot here, Skipper.

KIRK:  Scooter, there's a malfunction in the buzzer. The crew keep disappearing into the
future. How long will it take to completely disassemble the isolinear potato chips,
defibrilate the infindibulators, and put it back together again?

SCOOT [intercom]:  12 days sir.

KIRK:  You've got two shakes.

SCOOT [intercom]:  Aye, sir.

KIRK:  Kirk out.

SCOOT [intercom]:  Scoot to Skipper.

KIRK:  Kirk here.

SCOOT [intercom]:  Sir, the buzzer is working perfectly.

KIRK:  Good work Scooter. You've just earned your pay for this episode. What was
wrong with the buzzer? Why are my crew disappearing into the future?

SCOOT [intercom]:  I dinna kinna tell ya, sir. The buzzer was working perfectly the
whole time.

KIRK:  They must be defridulating our buzzer from the future. Scoot, how long would it
take to sabotage the buzzer?

SCOOT [intercom]:  Two shakes, sir.

KIRK:  You've got one.

SCOOT [intercom]:  Aye, sir.



KIRK:  Kirk out. [to Snax] Lufftenant.... Lufftenant. .... LUFFTENANT!

SNAX:  Sir?

KIRK:  Put Ensign Pavlov down.

SNAX:  Sorry. He's just so cuddly, I couldn't resist.

KIRK:  Stop acting like a 16 year-old girl.

SNAX:  You want me to act like John Lee Hooker instead?

KIRK:  I must be having déjà vu--I keep hearing the name Hooker...

SCOOT [intercom]:  Scoot to Bridge. Somebody's sabotaged the buzzer. It's a hopeless
pile of junk.

KIRK:  How long will it take to fix it, Scooter?

SCOOT [intercom]:  Two shakes.

KIRK:  You've got 12 days.

SCOOT [intercom]:  Aye, sir. Scoot out.

[bzzzzzrt]

Ensign Pavlov:  Kepteen, I yam disappearing from the feets up!!



KIRK:  Pavlov! Get a grip on yourself!

[bzzzzzzzrt!]

Ensign Pavlov:  Kepteee......

[Ensign Pavlov disappears]

KIRK:  Scooter, I told you to sabotage the buzzer.

SCOOT [intercom]:  Aye, sir, I just did.

KIRK:  Ensign Pavlov's gone. Just like the rest.

SCOOT [intercom]:  They must be using their own buzzers.

[bzzzzzzrt!]

KIRK:  Not again! Who are YOU?

Mr. FACTOID:  I'm Lt. Comander Factoid.

KIRK:  You're as white as a sheet. Don't they have sunshine in the 24th century?

Mr. FACTOID:  There are 45,976,365,285,823,754,264,232,145,697 known suns in the
galaxy.

KIRK:  And you still can't get a tan? Try Coppertone. By the way, ever calculate what
your pension is going to be when you retire?

Mr. FACTOID:  My tune-up and lube-service voucher is valid for 50 gazillion lightyears.
The Confederation itself will probably not last that long. Therefore, my chances of



drawing a pension are 45,976,365,285,823,754,264,232,145,698 to one, against.

KIRK:  Doesn't that bother you?

Mr. FACTOID:  I am a factoid; nothing bothers me.

KIRK:  Sounds duller than an old Teflon I used to know. What do you do for fun?

Mr. FACTOID:  On Thursdays I play poker with Commander Wrecker and Georgie
LaPorgie.

KIRK:  I've got a better idea. Wanna buy a ticket for the Retired Captains' Lottery?

Mr. FACTOID:  I was not aware of the existence of a retired captains' lottery.

KIRK:  You will be. I just invented it. Snax, open a hailing frequency--get me Admiral
Raspberry.

SNAX:  I'm sorry, Lt. O'penahailingfrequency is not in service in this time.

[bzzzzzzrt!]

Nine-of-Seven: I am the next crew replacement from the future. Surrender your union
membership card immediately. You will comply.

KIRK: Those are impressive implants you’ve got.

Nine-of-Seven: The Borg were kind to me.

KIRK: It’s not nice to fool Mother Nature. Have you thought about the effects of gravity in
your old age?

Nine-of-Seven: Age is irrelevant. I will adapt.

KIRK: You’ll still need to support the girls once they start to droop.

Nine-of-Seven: I have assembled a rock band, The Drones. We have a hit single, “I Want
Your Specs.” I will live off iTunes royalties.



KIRK:  I'm outta here. [Kirk goes to the Boiler Room.]

KIRK:  Scooter, we're in deep do-do. Can you completely disassemble the buzzer,
infindibulate the okudalizers, buzz yourself into a future episode, find out what's going on
there, then buzz yourself back?

SCOOT:  Aye, sir.

KIRK:  How long would it take to rig?

SCOOT:  About 25 years.

KIRK:  You've got two shakes.

SCOOT:  Well, I'm back.

KIRK:  Huh? You never left.

SCOOT:  You never noticed. Actually I was gone 25 years, but you never noticed be-
cause I programmed the buzzer to buzz me back before I left.

KIRK:  Uh, right. So what the hell's going on?



SCOOT:  You were right. Nobody gets a pension in the 24th century series. New
contracts. Everybody's been assimilated.

KIRK:  How do we get out of it?

SCOOT:  Not a chance. It's hermetically sealed.

KIRK:  What if I refuse?

SCOOT:  Resistance is futile. You will be privatized.

KIRK:  The bastards can't do this to me! Don't they know who I am!? I'm James T--

SCOOT:  I think I can set you up with an agent. He could make you an offer.

KIRK:  How soon can I meet him?

SCOOT:  I had to set up an infinite re-run paradox to come back and warn you in time. It
may take a little while to sort out.

KIRK:  How's your pension covered in the 24th century series?

SCOOT:  I sell tickets to the Klinkon ballet. Would ya like ta buy one?



KIRK:  No.

SCOOT:  ...it's an 83-hour extravaganza, Electrocutus and A'weemaweppa, about a
Borg who assimilates a Klinkon hooker, but then falls madly in love with her...

KIRK:  This is a déjà vu episode, isn't it? I keep hearing the name--

SCOOT:  ...but with the help of an ancient Klinkon witch-doctor, Pay'Less, the audience
participate in the sacred ritual of jer-KOFF to free them from assimilation. The pas de deux
lasts 12 hours, then the actors die of exhaustion on stage.

KIRK:  I can't wait to hear the finale.

SCOOT:  The Borg Empire is assimilated by species 14,213.

KIRK:  Species 14,213?

SCOOT:  Tribbles!

KIRK:  Ok, I'll buy one ticket if you buy one to the Retired Captains' Lottery.

SCOOT:  Never heard of it.

KIRK:  The Retired Captains' Lottery. In the 24th century. You must have heard of it.

SCOOT:  Well, there is a Retired Counselor's Lottery, a Retired Surgeons' Lottery, The
Retired First Officers' Lottery, The Retired Navigator’s Bingo and Drag Ball, that’s very
popular--but no...

SCOOT No.2:  Well, I'm back.

KIRK:  Huh? You never left. I mean, you're already here.

SCOOT No.2 [to Scoot No.1]:  This means we'll be able to get our work done in half the
time now.

SCOOT No.1 [to Scoot No.2]:  This means the Skipper will expect us to do twice as
much work in the same time.

KIRK [looking at the two Scoots]:  Wrong. Twice as much in half the time. And don’t think
you’re getting double pay either.

SCOOT No.3:  Well, I'm back...

KIRK:  I'd better see Dr. McCoy. Kirk to Sick Bay.

BONER [intercom]:  Yeah, Jimbo.

KIRK:  Thank God they haven't buzzed you into the future yet. Boner, I need you.



BONER [intercom]:  Sure, come on over. I'm getting snacks ready right now.

KIRK:  Great. I could do with a Thrill. This episode’s half over and I still haven’t seduced
any alien priestesses.

[Kirk goes to Sick Bay.]

KIRK [walking into Sick Bay]:  Boner, we're in deep do-do. Somebody from the studio is
buzzing us all into a future with no future...

Counselor TOI:  Come in, Captain, I was just getting some snacks ready. Wanna a
croisant?

KIRK:  Croisant? Where is Boner? Who are you?

Counselor TOI:  I'm the Captain's personal toi. Captain Canard always shares his
intimate secrets over croisants and tea.

KIRK:  The Captain’s personal toi, eh? OK, show me your croisants.

Counselor TOI:  Look, I had them buzz over a reptilator. We can have Teflon paté, too.

KIRK:  Teflon paté? Teflons are vegetarians. You're asking me to violate the Prime Rib
Directive.

Counselor TOI:  It only looks and tastes like paté. Really it's entirely replicated from
lizards and recycled waste. Theoretically, it isn't even edible, it only tastes like it.

KIRK:  By the way, ever thought about your Desilu Studio pension?

Counselor TOI:  That's ancient history. Desilu was assimilated by Paramount. I sell
Amway. Wanna buy a crate of detergent?



KIRK:  I think I'm having permanent déjà vu.

Counselor TOI:  I'm sensing incredible, almost overwhelming incoherence. It's so
 incoherent, I don't even know whether it's me or you.

KIRK:  As my private toi, what would you say were the chances of my becoming a bald
cop?

Counselor TOI:  I kinda go for bald men--so virile, like Yul Bryner, Telly Salivas, you
know? But, you, a policeman? I'm sure you could land a job narrating documentaries
about Easter Island and Rosswell.

KIRK:  [Thinks to himself] Hey, great bod! I'll make sure she's off-duty by eight.

Counselor TOI:  Ooooooo, Captain! I'm relieving you. You're psychologically unfit for
command and confined to my quarters. Shall we say, around eight?

KIRK:  [Thinks to himself] What is this!? Can she read minds or what? I need a drink.

Counselor TOI:  By the way, I'm a Smegmoid; I can read minds--sort of. You'd like
something to drink. Reptilator, Earl Grey, hot.

KIRK:  Belie that! I need stiff belt. Reptilator, Romulan Guinness!

COMPUTER:  Red alert! Warning! Unauthorized substance! Violation of Confederation
narcotics regulations, paragraph 117, sub-section 13!

KIRK:  I'm outta here. [exit Kirk]

COMPUTER:  Halt! Stay where you are! Confederation narcotics agents will be on the
scene in 3.2 seconds. Resistance is futile...

Counselor TOI:  I'm sensing incredible, almost overwhelming inanity.

COMPUTER:  Affirmative. Readings indicate viewer credulity has been exceded by a
factor of 47.3. Prepare to abort five-year mission. Launch crouton torpedos! Launch
rubber dingies! Beam the redshits to their doom! All hands, abandon ship. Auto-implode
sequence engaged; detonation in ten seconds, ...nine, ...eight

Counselor TOI:  Computer, don't you think you're over-acting? Would you like to talk
about this?

[Kirk returns to the Boiler Room]

KIRK:  Scooter, we're in deep do-do.

SCOOT No.2,046:  Aye, Skipper.

KIRK:  Where's that agent who wants to make me an offer? I'm ready to cut a deal.



SCOOT No.3,512:  He's just buzzing now.

[bzzzzzrt!]

QUIRK:  So, you're Captain Kirk? [looks Kirk up and down appraisingly.]

KIRK:  Who wants to know?

QUIRK:  I'm Quirk.

KIRK:  Those are nasty looking tumors you've got on your ears.

QUIRK:  Those are my ears. I'm a Funghi.

KIRK:  I had that on my feet once. Dr. McCoy fixed me right up.

QUIRK:  I hear you're looking for a new post.

KIRK:  Right. Let's make a deal.

QUIRK:  Ever hear of Chippendales?

KIRK:  Uh, something to do with furniture?

QUIRK:  Well, you'd be working in a lounge...

KIRK:  What about perks. You know--Snax and stuff.



QUIRK:  All the snacks you can eat, on the house.

KIRK:  I want my own private toi. And my contract guarantees me at least one alien
princess or high priestess per show.

QUIRK:  No problem. I guarantee you an audience with exotic, skin-tight-clad aliens
every night.

KIRK: I also get to beam redshits down to their doom.

QUIRK: Sorry, animal rights groups don’t let us do that anymore. But I could rent you a
holo-suite.

KIRK: [to intercom] Bridge, this is Captain Bligh. Beam a redshit down to his doom.

Bridge: [intercom] Yes, sir. This one’s got 12.58 seconds to live.

KIRK:  [continuing conversation with Quirk] Salary?

QUIRK:  Strictly on commission. You keep all the tips you can pocket.

KIRK:  Star Fluke uniforms don't have pockets

QUIRK:  That's what the ladies pay for. Deal?

KIRK:  Deal. When do I start?

[The doors to the Boiler Room whoosh open, two redshirts burst in with weapons
drawn.] Halt! Confederation narcotics agents! Freeze! James Thadeous Kirk, we finally
got you on a charge that will stick. That was the last redshirt you're beaming down to
his doom!

[bzzzzzrt! Kirk and Quirk disappear]

SCOOT No.8,645:  Well, I'm back....

fin
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KIRK: “Beam a redshit down to his doom.”


